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Foreword
• The international security environment continues to suffer from concerns such as the development of 

weapons of mass destruction or the military buildup, and still continues to experience uncertainties, 
coupled with the global trade conflicts.

• In such an environment, SHOSHA must comply with the resolutions of The United Nations Security 
Council and the laws and regulations of each relevant country and must exercise appropriate export 
control.

• Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry issued a circular notice of the Minister titled “Strict 
Implementation of Export Control concerning Security Trade” dated March 3, 2006, asking companies 
to keep not only the headquarters thoroughly informed, but also domestic and overseas branches and 
subsidiaries informed about the importance of compliance with the Japanese Foreign Exchange and 
Foreign Trade Act and other relevant regulations, as well as the importance of the export control, 
prompting the companies to improve the arrangement overseas.

（Hyperlink destination）
http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/tsutatsutou/tuuti1/aa239.pdf

• In addition, the sanctions by the U.S. and antiboycott laws, which are implemented as measures of 
foreign policies, are also closely related to export control, although its objective essentially differs from 
that of the export control.

＊ The terms “security trade control” and “export control” used in this guidance should be considered as 
equivalent.
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1. Voluntary Control
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(1) Export Control at Overseas Branches &
Subsidiaries ①

[Situation concerning the implementation of Export Control Laws 
and Regulations in Each Country]
① Countries or regions in which export control laws and regulations in 

accordance with the International Export Control Regimes (*) are 
implemented

② Countries or regions in which export of goods and providing technologies are 
regulated by various laws and regulations not necessarily in line with the 
International Export Control Regimes 

③ Countries or regions without extensive export control laws and regulations 

(*) International Export Control Regimes are the security trade control frameworks which govern 
international movements of products multilaterally in terms of the non-proliferation of weapons of mass 
destruction and conventional weapons.
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There are two subjects for the export control at overseas branches and subsidiaries:

① Compliance with export control laws and regulations in the located country 

② Implementing the controls in compliance with the Internal Compliance Program 
(ICP) established by the headquarters

For the export control at overseas branches and subsidiaries, the bottom line is to 
comply with the laws and regulations of the country they are located in. In addition 
to that, adopting the ICP established by the headquarters enables all branches and 
subsidiaries to keep the same degree of control in exporting goods and providing 
technologies to customers of concern or end-uses.

Sharing End-User list and control criteria for certain End-Use would be a good 
example. In addition, it would be recommended to include in rules, the requirement 
for a prior consultation with the security trade control department of the 
headquarters when any business inquiry falling under certain criteria comes up.
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(1) Export Control at Overseas Branches & 
Subsidiaries ②



[Subjects of export control]
① The export of goods and the provision of technologies including computer 

programs are subject to export control, even without any payment or 
remuneration. It should be noted that the export of free samples or returning 
defective goods are also subject to control. In addition, personal effects are 
also subjects to control.

In contrary to export of goods which goes through customs at the point of 
export, provision of technologies can be achieved by variety of means, such 
as sending an e-mail or technical training sessions, regardless of actual 
method or the location it was carried out.

② An intermediary trade of goods or technologies can also be subjects to export 
control.
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(1) Export Control at Overseas Branches & 
Subsidiaries ③



[Installing Internal Compliance Program (ICP) ]
The ICP contains elements which are necessary to comply with export control 
laws and regulations of the resident country and to conform to the voluntary 
control. When drafting up a new ICP, the headquarters should be consulted, 
incorporating the required elements. The key elements for the ICP are:

① Export Control Organization
② Internal Export Control Procedures

(Destination Countries, End-User Screening, End-Use Screening, 
Classification, etc.)

③ Application for Export License
④ Shipping Control
⑤ Audit and Monitoring
⑥ Training for Executives and Employees
⑦ Documentation
⑧ Reporting Procedures
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(1) Export Control at Overseas Branches & 
Subsidiaries ④



[Establishment of Export Control Organization]
① Responsible officer for export control 

The responsible officer for export control is a person who takes full 
responsibility for export control. It should be noted that there are some 
countries where requirements of the responsible officer are stipulated 
specifically in the law or the regulation.

② Section in charge of export control 
The section in charge needs to be established for the daily operation of 
export control. This section should be determined according to the scale 
of the company and of the export transactions, whether establishing a 
dedicated section or assigning full-time or part-time staff members in an 
existing section. In this regard, however, since the section in charge 
conducts transaction screening in terms of export control, it is necessary 
to have a checking function independent from the sales sections.
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(1) Export Control at Overseas Branches & 
Subsidiaries ⑤



(2) Overseas Branches & Subsidiaries 
without Actual Transactions
• In some overseas branches and subsidiaries of SHOSHA, activities 

are limited to communicating with customers (liaison activities) and 
collecting information, due to the business needs or due to the 
restrictions of the local laws.

• Even if there is no commercial transaction, certain rules for security 
trade control are necessary for sending samples, returning 
equipment for repair, or making contact with customers for other 
branches with business.

• For any confirmation by check sheet or any export transaction, it is 
also useful to have the rules for prior consultation with the 
headquarters or the regional headquarters.
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(3) Countries without extensive Export 
Control Laws and Regulations
There are also many countries where the legal system pertaining to export 
control is not extensively developed, especially for the regulations on dual-use 
goods. (For example, Indonesia)
In such a case, the measures below should be considered:

① While complying completely the laws and regulations of the country, 
Japanese export control should also be made as a reference for the export 
control.

② The export control practice in Japan and the voluntary control should be 
reflected in the internal rules and regulations after consulting with the 
headquarters or the regional headquarters.

③ When relevant laws or regulations are newly introduced in the country with 
less extensive controls and regulations, preparations for compliance should 
be completed in time, in cooperation with the headquarters, fundamental 
review maybe necessary, for such areas as internal structure, internal rules 
and regulations, as well as the classification procedures in accordance with 
the new laws and regulations.
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(4) Training, Personnel and Education
• Since it is desirable to give the training on export control at the overseas sites on 

a regular basis as much as possible, especially where there are a large number of 
exports, the training should be stipulated in the Internal Compliance Program of 
the headquarters and of the overseas branches and subsidiaries. It is also 
necessary to appoint and train the responsible personnel, and the person in 
charge of the daily practice of export control at each subsidiary.

• The training should include, in addition to the basics of export control as in the 
training in Japan, export control laws and regulations of the country, as well as 
the international geopolitical facts which might be relevant to the business in the 
area. 

• It may be effective to conduct the training, combining the face-to-face training at 
the overseas branches and subsidiaries, with the e-learning, on a regular basis as 
where necessary.

• The training should be useful for the daily practice, reflecting the result of the 
audit to be described later in this text.
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(5) Audit
• Overseas branches and subsidiaries, especially where there are many 

exports business, export control practice should be regularly audited (which 
would include review by the section handling export control). The audit 
should be stipulated in the internal compliance program.

• The audit should include evaluating whether the export and intermediary 
transactions made during the period under review follow the Internal 
Compliance Programs of the headquarters and at the site.

• The audit should be made in the manner flexible and on continuous basis, 
reflecting the scale and the characteristics of transactions at the site, such as 
reviewing the checklist from self audit, or the auditing section actually 
visiting the site for inspection. 

• It is important to share the result of the audit among the relevant parties 
within the company, which would facilitate the improvement and 
enhancement of the security trade control of the overseas branches and 
subsidiaries, including the training.
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(6) Collecting Information
• Each SHOSHA has activities extending globally including export and import, 

brokerage and managing overseas business development. It is necessary to keep 
up with the latest information on laws and regulations, as well as on customers, in 
order to maintain appropriate security trade control.

• First, the export control laws and regulations in each country reflect the relevant 
multilateral agreements, such as international treaties and international export 
control. Information on changes in the relevant laws and regulations in each 
country must always be kept up-to-date.

• Second, as part of daily security trade control practice, information must be 
collected in regard to screening the transaction by checking the customers and 
end-user, in order to mitigate the risk of wrong people getting wrong items.

• In the transaction screening, it is necessary to confirm there is no danger 
concerning customers and end-users, and they are not listed in the sanction lists 
from The United Nations Security Council, the U.S. or other organs. Screening 
should be conducted with the lists published by The United Nations and various 
governments, possibly together with private surveys.
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(7) Reputational Risk
• Even if it were not true, if the media ran a story about the company’s 

involvement in an activity related to a rogue country or a terrorist 
organization, it could significantly damage the reputation of the company.

• In addition, as SHOSHA is operating globally, it could often receive an inquiry 
or a warning from a non-governmental group or an investment fund in the 
U.S., for dealing with countries sanctioned unilaterally by the U.S. 
government. Such an inquiry must be handled accordingly, in addition to the 
daily security trade control, mitigating the reputational risk.

• Examples of NGO and investment funds:
- UANI (United Against Nuclear Iran)

→ A group acting against Iran for its illegal nuclear weapons development, terrorism support and  
human rights violations.

- The California Public Employees’ Retirement System-CalPERS
→ One of the best known assertive stockholders.”

- Illinois Investment Policy Board
→ Illinois state laws prohibit investing in certain companies with business ties to Iran or Sudan
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2. Transaction Screening
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(1) Basics of Transaction Screening ①
－ perspectives of transaction screening
Transaction screening is the process in which the risk of the transaction 
involving export of goods or provision of technology is assessed in terms of 
export control, in compliance with the relevant laws and regulations of the 
country, in a comprehensive manner, before signing the contract. 

In addition to the laws and regulations of the country, attention must also be 
made to re-export control stipulated in the U.S. Regulations and the Japanese 
Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law.

4 main foci for transaction screening are:
① Classification of goods and technologies
② Screening of customers and end-users
③ Checking the Destination
④ End-use screening
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(1) Basics of Transaction Screening ②
－ the system and the rulemaking
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• Rules on application to the 
headquarters

• Rules on regular audit
• Rules on training and education
• Rules on information sharing for 

conducting transaction screening
(consultation process)

• Rules on sharing related information  
including sanctions

etc.

Coordination with the headquarters is imperative for overseas 
branches and subsidiaries to conduct transaction screening.
Hence, rules should be in place for the relationship between the 
headquarters and the overseas branches and subsidiaries.

If any of the following cases apply as the 
essential three criteria in the diagram to 
the right are evaluated, determination 
for the transaction should be made in 
consultation with the headquarters.

• If the item or technology is 
classified as controlled.

• If the customer or end-user 
seems to be dubious.

• If there is any concern 
regarding the end-use.



(2) Classification of Goods and
Technologies ①

Classification is the process in which the item or the technology to be traded is evaluated to see if it is in the 
control list, requiring an export license from the government.
Determining the following measures between the overseas branch or subsidiary and the headquarters in 
advance might ensure the smooth process of classification.
① Determining if an export license from the government is required for the item or technology to be exported. 
② Classification (as the process on the next page) according to the characteristics of the item or the technology.

A) If the item originated from Japan:
Classification shall be conducted, based on the information from the classification made at time of the 
export from Japan.
The headquarters can conduct classification efficiently by sharing the following information with the 
overseas branches and subsidiaries:

・ The classification number of the controlled item
・ The classifiation number of International Export Control Regimes
・ Classification for Export Administration Regulations (EAR), etc.

B) If the item did not originate from Japan:
Classification is to be conducted at the site.

③ If the classification at the site (the sales section or the administrative section) is difficult, an arrangement or a 
process should be established for the inquiry to the export control authorities of the resident country, and for 
consultation with the headquarters.
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(2) Classification of Goods and
Technologies ②

Classification is normally conducted in the process below:
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Check the control list of the country where 
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(3) Screening Customers and End-Users
Check to see if any of the following four criteria apply to the customers and end-
users (importers, contract counterparties, brokers etc.).
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There is information on 
their involvement in 
activities such as  
development of weapons 
of mass destruction, even 
in the past.

They constitute a nuclear 
power plant, a nuclear 
research institute, or are 
related to nuclear fuel.

They constitute a military   
organization or a para 
military organization 
(including the police).

Listed in the “Customers 
of Concern List”.

Customers of Concern List should generally be formed from the following.

End-User list of The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan

Consolidated List (SDN, DPL, Entity List, Unverified List etc.) of the U.S.

Lists required by the resident country.

Others: The United Nations, EU, private data services, etc.

The company profile should be checked in the internet for any new customer. 
For previous customers, information should be obtained for each renewed 
transaction, to see the above four criteria still do not apply.



(4) Screening Destination
It is also important to check whether or not the destination, including the transit 
country, is listed among regions of concern. For determining export to regions of 
concern, certain process should be in place, including consultation with the 
security trade control department of the headquarters or the regional 
headquarters.
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Head-
quarters

Criteria for screening destinations
Countries of concern as listed in export 
ordinance appendix 4 in Japan (Iran, 
Iraq, North Korea)

Countries embargoed and listed as 
supporting terrorism by the U.S. (Iran, 
Syria, North Korea, Sudan, Cuba)

Other countries designated by the 
resident country

Countries subject to arms embargoes of 
the United Nations (Afghanistan, Central 
African Republic, the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, Iraq, Lebanon, 
Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Sudan)

If the destination is listed as 
any of these, headquarters 
should be consulted.

In addition to the above, attention is also required for the voluntary control in 
some regions, such as the area under the EU sanction, the conflict-affected 
regions, or the military-ruled countries.



(5) End-Use Screening
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Consultation with the 
headquarters for any 
transaction with an 

“dubious use”.

Since processing a transaction with any dubious usage is a matter of company policies and rules, it is 
recommended that determination should be made in consultation with the headquarters, not just at 
the local level.

With the result of the above, it should be determined that the usage is either:
Civil-Use: May proceed with the transaction.
Dubious Usage: Try to ascertain whether they are used in the production or development of a 
“weapon of mass destruction” or a “conventional weapon”.

Verification of the usage 
as either a “Civil-Use” or 

a dubious usage.

It is important to obtain the declaration for its use (end-use certificate) from the customer or the 
end-user. If the declaration cannot be obtained, followings are the alternatives:
• To check if any of the documents such as the contract or the drawings specify the usage.
• To find out the usage by telephone or by e-mail. (In the case of telephone, make notes and keep 

them.)
• To verify the usage by actually visiting the location, such as the factory. (Keep the findings in 

writing in the form of a business trip report.)

Verification of the end-
use with the customers 

or end-users.

The Red Flag Check (see the next page) should be utilized, to test for illegal diversion or 
transfer for development of a weapon of mass destruction or a conventional weapon. 

The usage of the goods or technologies to be traded needs to be clarified by the 
customers or end-users.
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• The customer or its address is similar to one of the parties found on the Commerce 
Department's [BIS'] list of denied persons.

• The customer or purchasing agent is reluctant to offer information about the end-use of the 
item.

• The product's capabilities do not fit the buyer's line of business, such as an order for 
sophisticated computers for a small bakery.

• The item ordered is incompatible with the technical level of the country to which it is being 
shipped, such as semiconductor manufacturing equipment being shipped to a country that has 
no electronics industry.

• The customer is willing to pay cash for a very expensive item when the terms of sale would 
normally call for financing.

• The customer has little or no business background.
• The customer is unfamiliar with the product's performance characteristics but still wants the 

product.
• Routine installation, training, or maintenance services are declined by the customer.
• Delivery dates are vague, or deliveries are planned for out of the way destinations.
• A freight forwarding firm is listed as the product's final destination.
• The shipping route is abnormal for the product and destination.
• Packaging is inconsistent with the stated method of shipment or destination.
• When questioned, the buyer is evasive and especially unclear about whether the purchased 

product is for domestic use, for export, or for reexport.

Red Flag Check

Source: The United States Department of Commerce Red Flag Indicators
https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/enforcement/oee/compliance/23-
compliance-a-training/51-red-flag-indicators

https://www.bis.doc.gov/index.php/enforcement/oee/compliance/23-compliance-a-training/51-red-flag-indicators


3. Sanctions
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(1) U.N. Sanctions
• The United Nations Security Council often imposes sanction 

with its resolution. Specifically, there are  arms embargoes, 
various export or import bans and financial sanctions such as 
freezing of assets.

• The member countries are obliged to comply with the U.N. 
sanctions, and sanctions are enforced by laws of each 
member country, which applies also to Japan.

• Therefore, laws of the resident country concerning the U.N. 
sanctions must be adhered to.
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(2) U.S. Sanctions ① － Basics of U.S. Sanctions
• Japanese companies are naturally obliged to comply with Japanese laws as well 

as the laws of the resident country and those of other countries somehow 
relevant to the business. Additionally, in certain cases, attention might be 
required to the U.S. sanctions laws or U.S. Export Administration Regulations.

• The reason for requiring attention to the U.S. sanctions is that, there could be 
some relevant sanctions specifically targeting non-U.S. companies, such as the 
so-called “secondary sanctions” or there could be a sanction on an entity (such as 
SDN) prohibiting any transaction in U.S. currency or with any asset in the U.S.

• Even if the transaction is legitimate under the laws of the resident country and of 
Japan, if it touches the U.S. Sanctions, there could be a risk of being penalized by 
the U.S. Government in the worst case, or the bank refusing to process the 
payment. Hence, transaction screening and customer screening are commonly 
done with the entities under unilateral sanctions by the U.S. Government.

• Therefore, U.S. sanction lists should be incorporated for customer and transaction 
screening conducted by SHOSHA.
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(2) U.S. Sanctions ② － Basic relevant laws
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• The law regulating export control for dual-use products, administered by the Bureau of 
Industry and Security (BIS) of Commerce Department.

• Implementing regulations are Export Administration Regulations (EAR).
• The Commerce Control List (CCL) lists the controlled items.

Export Control Reform Act of 2018 (ECRA)

• The law regulating export control for weapons, administered by the Bureau of Political 
Military Affairs' Directorate of Defense Trade Controls (DDTC) of the State Department.

• Implementing regulations are International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR).
• The U.S. Munitions List (USML) lists the controlled items.

Arms Export Control Act (AECA)

It authorizes the President a wide range of economic sanctions in wartime. Cuba is the only 
country currently subject to such sanctions.

Trading with the Enemy Act of 1917

• The law for responding to external threats by regulating commerce
• Foreign exchange transactions, financial transactions and asset transactions could be 

restricted by Executive Orders.

International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA)



(2) U.S. Sanctions ③ － Notable Sanction Lists
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•Specially Designated Nationals (SDN)
Asset in the U.S. frozen, transaction prohibited for U.S. nationals and U.S. residents

•Foreign Sanctions Evaders (FSE)
Transaction prohibited, violators of sanctions such as against Iran 

The U.S. Department of the Treasury

•Denied Persons List (DPL)
Listed for breaching EAR. Delivery of goods and technologies subject to EAR is prohibited.

•Entity List
Listed on grounds such as national security. License required for delivery of goods or technologies 
specified in the listing.

The U.S. Department of Commerce

•AECA Debarred List
Listed for violation of ITAR. Delivery of weapons prohibited.

•Foreign Terrorist Organizations List
Asset in the U.S. frozen. No export license to be issued, etc.

•Nonproliferation Sanctions
Listed for involvment in WMD-related offense.

The U.S. Department of State



(2) U.S. Sanctions ④ － SDN

• OFAC could designate an individual, a legal person, a vessel or an aircraft as SDN. 
When designated as SDN, assets of the designated party in the U.S. are frozen 
and any transaction with that party is prohibited for any U.S. Person (U.S. 
national, legal entity established in the U.S., any person in the U.S.). (The primary 
sanctions)

• The SDN designations are made in relation with North Korea and the Russian 
invasion of Crimea, furthermore with wide variety of backgrounds, including 
international terrorism, human rights violations, cybercrimes, narcotics and 
international criminal organizations including those in Japan.

• Any entity in which an SDN owns 50% or more is subject to the same sanctions 
as the said SDN. The same applies to any entity which is in turn 50% or more 
owned by such an entity, and it could go on indefinitely.

• In certain cases, when a non-U.S. person including a Japanese company (non-
U.S. nationals, non-U.S. corporation) conducts a transaction with an SDN, a 
penalty could be imposed as a secondary sanction, as explained on the next page.

• In addition, a non-U.S. person could face U.S. sanction by dealing with an SDN 
using U.S. dollars, hence any transaction involving SDN should be handled with 
highest caution.
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(2) U.S. Sanctions ⑤ － Other Sanctions

• The U.S. has sanction laws in place against Iran, Russia, Cuba,
North Korea, and so on. In principle, U.S. Persons (U.S. nationals, 
U.S. enterprises and any person in the U.S.) are subject to those 
U.S. sanction laws, but some those laws contain Secondary 
Sanctions, directed at non-U.S. persons (non-U.S. nationals and 
non-U.S. companies).

• Besides the sanction laws, The John S. McCain National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 (NDAA 2019), which 
encompass ECRA, includes clauses which restrict the use of products 
from certain Chinese manufacturers by the government, and also 
restrict government agencies from signing contracts with companies 
using such products.
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(2) U.S. Sanctions ⑥ － Dealing with Risks posed by Sanctions

• Due Diligence (DD) is vital as a means of risk control which insures the 
safety of transactions.

• Checkpoints (examples)

- Checking the background of the counterparty of the transaction (screening with 
sanction lists, ownership, etc.)

- Checking the persons involved, in your own company (certain transactions should not 
involve U.S. person)

- Checking goods or services to be delivered (U.S. origin controlled items or 
technologies, weapon or military-related use)

- Checking the payment (U.S. currency, viability of the financial transactions)

- Mitigating the risk by contract terms (e.g. representations and warranties, termination 
clauses for not conducting any transaction with, any transfer or resale to, any 
sanctioned party; or otherwise anything not in compliance with any sanction)
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Sanction violation and penalties for non-U.S. companies (examples)

(2) U.S. Sanctions ⑦
－ Actual Cases of Violation
Some non-U.S. enterprises have faced penalties and large 
fines for violation of sanctions.
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Company Country, Category Penalty Year/month Remarks

Société Générale S.A. France, financial 
institution

1.34 billion USD
(approximately 140 billion 
yen)

2018/12 Transaction in USD 
with sanctioned 
countries (Iran, Sudan, 
Cuba and Syria)

ZTE Corporation 
(ZTE) and its 
subsidiaries

China, 
telecommunications 
equipment 
manufacturer

・ Listed in Entity List
・ Listed in Denied

Persons List
・ 2.3 billion USD

(approx. 250 billion 
yen)

2016/3
2018/4
2018/6

Arranging illegal 
delivery scheme to 
Iran and other 
sanctioned countries

BNP Paribas S.A. France, financial 
institution

8.9 billion USD
(approx. 900 billion yen)

2014/6 Transaction in USD 
with sanctioned 
countries (Iran and 
Sudan)



(3) Antiboycott Laws
• Some countries forbid complying with unilateral sanctions by other countries. 

Special caution is required, if a unilateral sanction of any country other than 
the resident country is adhered to, as a voluntary control measure.

• Notable case is the U.S., where strict Antiboycott regulations are enforced. 
The regulations do not specify, but they are aimed at the boycott against 
Israel by the League of Arab.

• Similar statutes exist in Germany, as well as in Canada, where compliance 
with the U.S. sanction against Cuba is prohibited. EU also prohibits 
compliance with U.S. sanction against Iran by the statutes. Flow of 
information should be managed with care for any business which might 
involve countries with conflicting rules. 
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Appendix - Links
 Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry  security trade control:

http://www.meti.go.jp/policy/anpo/index.html
 Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs  non-proliferation:

https://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/gaiko/fukaku/index.html
 United States Department of the Treasury:

https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Pages/default.aspx
 The Bureau of Industry and Security (US):

https://www.bis.doc.gov/
 The Federal Register (US):

https://www.federalregister.gov/
 The United States Congress (Various export control bills, sanction bills etc. are searchable.)

https://congress.gov/
 The White House:

https://www.whitehouse.gov/
 The Federal Office for Economic Affairs and Export Control (Germany):

http://www.bafa.de/EN/Foreign_Trade/Export_Control/export_control_node.html
 Export Control Organisation (UK):

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/export-control-organisation
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